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ABSTRACT
Optimum linear smoothing is utilized to estimate certain distortions in Landsat-D images. Measure-
ments that are processed by the smoother consist of designated control point locations within the
images. Image distortions that are estimated by the smoother are those induced by Landsat-D satel-
lite navigation errors and slowly-varying attitude and sensor alignment uncertainties. Preliminary
results indicate that optimum smoothing produces substantially more accurate distortion estimates
than optimum filtering and that optimum smoothing may reduce the number of control points
needed to yield a desired image correction accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
Landsat-D is the next of a series of satellites designed to transmit
imagery data to the ground to support earth resources management. The pri-
mary payload of Landsat D spacecraft is a thematic mapper (TM) and the
secondary payload is a multispectral scanner. The mission objective is to
produce high quality images of the earth surface for use in agriculture
monitoring. The TM has seven spectral bands and 30 meter resolution. It scans
the earth 185 km perpendicular to the spacecraft ground track at 7.4 hz rate;
spacecraft motion provides the along-track scan. Digitized image data, along
with spacecraft attitude measurements, are telemetered real time to the NASA/
Goddard greund station, where the data is processed to produce high precision
images: 55.5 meter (Io) registration error and _9.1 meter (Io) total geometric
error.
The raw image data contains distortions due to navigation error, attitude
measurement error, and TM misalignment relation to the attitude reference axes.
In order to remove these distortions from the image data and thereby achieve the
precision images that are required, a Recursive Distortion Estimator (RDE) is de-
signed to estimate the distortions. The measurements used by the RDE are based on
locations of control points in the distorted image data, together with their known
locations on the ground. The image of each control point is projected onto the
ground. Distortion in the image causes the projected position of the control point
to differ from its known true position. This difference in position is used by the
RDE to estimate the distortion in the image data.
Reference 1 suggests a Kalman filter RDE. This document evaluates an optimum
smoother RDE and compares its performance with that of a Kalman filter RDE.
SYSTEMDEFINITION
The system state variables ×i' i = 1 through 6, are defined as follows:
× 1
x Along-track, cross-track and vertical components of navigated
2 position error
×
3
x4 1_ Roll, Pitch, and yaw attitude measurement error plus instrumentx5 misalignment
x 6
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X °7
X Along-track, cross-track and vertical components of navigated
8 velocity error
×
9
X1o1Roll, pitch, and yaw attitude measurement error drift rate plus
11 I instrument misalignment rate
x12 )
The state differential equations are
_(i = xi+6 for i = 1 through 6 (I)
3 _gsi_6
Xi = Z ×k + zi for i = 7, 8, 9 (2)
k=l 3x k
×i = ai×i-6 + bixi + zi for i = I0, II, 12 (3)
where gs. is the jth component of spherical (Keplerian) mass attraction
acceleration for j = I, 2, 3 and z i is Gaussian uncorrelated white noise
for i = 7 through 12. The coefficients in Equation 3 are ai = 0 and
bi = -0.00139 sec -I for i = I0, II, 12. The standard deviation OZi of each
.52xlO-5m/sec 3/2component of state noise z i is: = 1 for i = 7 and 8,
aZ9 = 2.28xlO_5m/sec3/2 _Zi 3 2and _Zi = 0.0213 #rad/sec / for i = I0, II, 12.
The standard deviations _ of initial uncertainty in each state variable
xi
x i is: _ = 250m, _ = 50m, _ = 17m, _ = 291 prad for i = 4, 5, 6,
x x 2 x 3 x i
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= 0.05 m/sec, o = 0.02 m/sec for i = 8, 9, and _ = 0.4 _rad/sec for
x 7 xi xi
i = lO, II, 12.
The measurements Yl and Y2 are defined as the along-track and cross-track
deviations between the control point image projected onto the ground and true
position of the control point. The standard deviation of the noise in each
measurement is: _ = 3.0 m and _ = 5.0 m.
_I _2
In additionto the slowly-varyingsensor pointingerror (causedby
attitudemeasurementerrors and sensormisalignment)that is estimatedby the
RDE, there is also an uncorrelated(white)pointingerror which causes distortionin
the image data. The standarddeviationof the distortioncaused by this
random pointingerror is 2.55m along-trackand 4.73m cross-track.
DESCRIPTIONOF SMOOTHINGALGORITHM
The equationsfor optimum linearsmoothingare given in Chapter 6 of
Reference2. The smoothingalgorithmutilizedfor the RDE is calleda fixed-
intervalsmootherin Reference2.
METHOD OF ANALYZINGSMOOTHINGPERFORMANCE
The RDE performanceis evaluatedvia linearstatistical(covariance)
analysis. Based on an assumedset of controlpoint locations,the state error
covariancematrix is propagatedover the smoothingintervalby the smoothing
equations. The error covariancematrix for along-trackand cross-trackresidual
distortionsare then computedat each point in the image, based on the state
error covariancematrix at that point and the covariancesof sensor random
pointingerrors.
Several cases that were analyzedwere repeatedassumingthat the RDE is a
Kalman (optimum)filter. This was done so that Kalman filterperformance
could be comparedwith optimum smoothingperformance.
SUMMARYOF SMOOTHERPERFORMANCEANALYSISRESULTS
The resultsof this performanceanalysisshow the smoothingalgorithm
yields substantiallymore accuratedistortionestimationthan a Kalman (optimum)
filter for the identicalcase. Furthermore,the smoothingalgorithmrequires
fewer controlpoints to achievea desiredaccuracy.
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The results also show that the desired distortion compensation accuracy
can be achieved with one control point every fourth scene for a series of 40
scenes or by having four control points uniformly distributed over a single
scene.
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BACKGROUNDINFORMATION
• LANDSAT-D SATELLITE TELEMETERSDIGITAL IMAGEY DATA FROM705 Km ALTITUDE
TO NASA/GODDARDGROUNDSTATION, WHEREIT IS PROCESSEDTO PRODUCEPRE-
CISION IMAGESOF THE EARTH SURFACE
• IMAGERY DATA IS PRODUCEDBY A THEMATIC MAPER (TM) WHICH SCANS THE SURFACE
OF THE EARTH 185 Km AT 7.4 Hz RATE PERPENDICULARTO THE SATELLITE GROUND
TRACK
• THE INSTANTANEOUSFIELD OF VIEW (IFOV) OF THE TM (ONE PICTURE ELEMENT
(PIXEL)) IS 30 m x 30 m
• THE RAW IMAGERYDATA CONTAINS SLOWLY-VARYINGDISTORTIONS DUE TO NAVIGATION
ERROR, ATTITUDE MEASUREMENTERROR, AND TM MISALIGNMENT, AS WELL AS
UNCORRELATED(WHITE) RANDOMPOINTING ERRORS
• SLOWLY-VARYINGDISTORTIONS ARE ESTIMATED BY THE RECURSIVE DISTORTION
ESTIMATOR (RDE) BY COMPARINGTHE LOCATIONSOF "CONTROL POINTS" IN A SCENE
WITH THEIR KNOWNLOCATIONS ON THE GROUND
OBJECTIVESOF RDE
• ESTIMATEANDREMOVEDISTORTIONSFROMIMAGESSO THAT RESIDUALDISTORTION
IS NOGREATERTHAN:
±5.5 m (I_) SCENE-TO-SCENEREGISTRATIONERROR
•9.1 m (lo) TOTAL GEOMETRICCORRECTIONERROR
• MINIMIZETHE NUMBER OF GROUNDCONTROL POINTS NEEDED TO ACHIEVEACCURACY
REQUIREMENTS
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
• LINEARSTATISTICAL(COVARIANCE)ANALYSIS
- STATE ERROR COVARIANCEMATRIX PROPAGATEDVIA SMOOTHINGALGORITHM
- ERROR COVARIANCEMATRIX OF RESIDUALALONG-TRACKAND CROSS-TRACK
DISTORTIONSCOMPUTEDBASED ON STATE ERROR COVARIANCEMATRIX AND
STANDARDDEVIATIONSOF UNCORRELATEDPOINT ERRORS
• KALMAN (OPTIMUM)FILTER PERFORMANCEEVALUATEDAS WELL AS OPTIMUM
SMOOTHINGPERFORMANCE
m SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
- OPTIMUM SMOOTHINGBY THE RDE PRODUCESSUBSTANTIALLY MORE
ACCURATEDISTORTION ESTIMATION THAN OPTIMUM (KALMAN) FILTER-
ING AND REQUIRES FEWERCONTROLPOINTS TO ACHIEVE A DESIRED
ACCURACY
- ONE CONTROLPOINT EVERY FOURSCENESYIELDS ONLY MODEST
DEGRADATIONIN ACCURACYRELATIVE TO HAVING ONE CONTROLPOINT
EVERY SCENE
- DESIRED DISTORTION CORRECTIONACCURACYCAN BE ACHIEVED IN A
SINGLE SCENE BY HAVING FOURCONTROLPOINTS UNIFORMLY
DISTRIBUTED OVER THE SCENE
SYSTEMDEFINITION
• STATE VECTORDEFINITION:
XIx2}_ ALONG-TRACK,PoSITIONCROSS-TRACK AND VERTICAL COMPONENTS OF NAVIGATED
)X3
x I ROLL, PITCH, AND YAWATTITUDE MEASUREMENTERRORPLUS INSTRUMENT
x5 MISALIGNMENT
x 6
x71x ALONG-TRACK, CROSS-TRACK AND VERTICAL COMPONENTS OF NAVIGATED8 VELOCITY ERRORx9
xl° I ROLL, PITCH, AND YAWATTITUDE MEASUREMENTERRORDRIFT RATE PLUSXli INSTRUMENTMISALIGNMEN RATE}X12
SYSTEM DEFINITION(Continued)
• STATE DIFFERENTIALEQUATIONS:
xi = xi+6 for i = l through 6
3
£i : Z  gsi-6
k=l _xk Xk + zi for i = 7, 8, 9
Xi = aixi-6+ bixi + zi for i = lO, II, 12
WHERE
-l
ai = O, bi = -0.00139sec
a = 1.52xi0-5 m/sec3/2 for i = 7, 8
zi
Oz9 = 2.28x10 -5 m/sec 3/2
_zi = 0.0213 _rad/sec3/2 for i = I0, II, 12
SYSTEM DEFINITION(Continued)
• INITIALSTATE UNCERTAINTIES:
= 250 mX
I
c = 50 mX
o = 17 m
X3
o = 291 _rad for i : 4, 5, 6
xi
o = 0.05 m/sec
X7
o = 0.02 m/sec for i = 8, 9
xi
o = 0.4 urad/sec for i = lO, II, 12
xi
SYSTEM DEFINITION(CONCLUDED)
• MEASUREMENTNOISE (FOR REGISTRATION):
3.0o = m _ALUN_-IKA_K)w
1
o = 5.0 m (CROSS-TRACK)
m
2
• UNCORRELATEDRANDOM POINTINGERRORS:
_RI = 2.55 m (ALONG-TRACK)
OR2 = 4.73 m (CROSS-TRACK)
COMPARISONOF KALMANFILTERING WITH OPTIMUM SMOOTHING
• REFERENCE CASE REFLECTS TEMPORAL REGISTRATION ACCURACY WITH THE ERROR
MODELS DISCUSSED EARLIER AND ASSUMES ONE CONTROL POINT PER SCENE FOR
TEN SCENES
• KALMANFILTERING, AS WELL AS OPTIMUMSMOOTHING, IS EVALUATED FOR THE
REFERENCECASE
• THE STANDARDDEVIATION (IN METERS) OF RESIDUAL DISTORTION AT THE TIMES
WHENTHEY ARE MINIMUM ARE SUMMARIZEDAS FOLLOWS:
KALMAN FILTERING OPTIMUM SMOOTHING
i
RDE STATE UN- TOTAL RDE STATE UN- TOTAL
ESTIMATION CORRELATED RESIDUAL ESTIMATION CORRELATED RESIDUAL
ERROR(la) POINTING DISTORTION ERROR(Io) POINTING DISTORTION
ERROR(la) (la) ERROR (la) (la)
| •
I¢ONG TRACK 1.89 2.55 3.17 1.28 2.55 2.85
CROSSTRACK 2.81 4.73 5.50 1.85 4.73 5.08
COMPARISONOF KALMANFILTERING WITH OPTIMUMSMOOTHING(Continued)
- RESULTS PRESENTEDSO FAR INDICATE ONLY MODESTIMPROVEMENTBY SMOOTH-
ING RATHERTHAN FILTERING. THIS IS BECAUSETHE STANDARDDEVIATIONS
OF RDE ERRORSWERETAKEN AT THE TIMES WHENTHEY ARE MINIMUM
- THE FIGURES BELOWSHOWDRAMATIC IMPROVEMENTIN RDE ACCURACYWHEN
OPTIMUMSMOOTHINGIS USED RATHERTHAN KALMAN(OPTIMUM) FILTERING
- THESE PLOTS SHOWTHAT FEWERCONTROLPOINTS ARE NEEDEDTO ACHIEVE THE
REgUIRED ACCURACYIF THE RDE IS A SMOOTHERRATHERTHAN A FILTER
- ALL THE RESULTS THAT FOLLOWARE BASED ON THE ASSUMPTIONTHAT OPTIMUM
SMOOTHINGIS UTILIZED IN THE RDE
COMPARISONOF KALMANFILTERINGWITH OPTIMUMSMOOTHING(Continued)
RDE DISTORTIONESTIMATIONACCURACY
. ALONG-TRACKSTANDARDDEVIATIONS
4.0 (ONECONTROLPOINTPER SCENE)
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COMPARISONOF KALMANFILTERING WITH OTPIMUMSMOOTHING(Continued)
5.5 RDE DISTORTION ESTIMATION ACCURACY
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COMPARISONOF KALMANFILTERING WITH OPTIMUM SMOOTHING(Continued)
RDE DISTORTION ESTIMATION ACCURACY
ALONG-TRACKSTANDARD DEVIATIONS
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COMPARISONOF KALMANFILTERING WITH OPTIMUMSMOOTHING(Concluded)
RDE DISTORTION ESTIMATIONACCURACY
CROSS-TRACKSTANDARD EVIATIONS
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REDUCINGTHE NUMBEROF CONTROLPOINTS PER SCENE
• A TM TEMPORALREGISTRATION CASE REFLECTINGONE CONTROLPOINT EVERY
FOURTHSCENEWAS ANALYZED
• THE STANDARDDEVIATIONS (IN METERS) OF RESIDUAL DISTORTIONS FOR THIS
CASE ARE COMPAREDWITH THOSE FROMA CASE WITH ONE CP PER SCENEAS FOLLOWS:
ONE CP PER SCENE ONE CP EVERY FOUR SCENES
RDE STATE UNCORRELATED TOTAL RDE STATE UNCORRELATED TOTAL
ESTIMATION POINTING ERROR RESIDUAL ESTIMATION POINTING ERROR RESIDUAL
ERROR(Io) (Io) DISTORTION ERROR (Io) (Io) DISTORTION(1o)
ALONGTRACK 1.28 2,55 2.85 1.77 2.55 3.11
CROSSTRACK 1.85 4.73 5.08 2.41 4.73 5.31
• THESE RESULTS SHOWSTHAT REDUCINGTHE NUMBEROF CP's TO ONE EVERY FOURTH
SCENEDEGRADESTOTAL ACCURACYONLY SLIGHTLY, AND THE TM TEMPORALREGISTRATION
ACCURACYREQUIREMENTS[5.45 M (I_)] IS STILL SATISFIED
LIMITING THE CONTROLPOINT REGIONTO ONESCENE
• SEVERAL TM TEMPORALREGISTRATIONCASES WERE ANALYZEDTHAT REFLECT
UTILIZINGVARYING NUMBERSOF CP's UNIFORMLYDISTRIBUTEDOVER A
SINGLE SCENE IN ORDER TO REMOVEDISTORTIONSFROM THE SCENE
• THE FIGURE BELOW SHOWS HOW THE STANDARDDEVIATIONSOF RESIDUAL
DISTORTIONSIN THE SCENE VARY WITH THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CP's
UTILIZEDTO CORRECT FOR DISTORTIONS
• BASED ON THESE RESULTS,AT LEAST FOUR CP's (DISTRIBUTEDOVER THE
SCENE) ARE NEEDED TO SATISFYTHE TM TEMPORALREGISTRATIONACCURACY
REQUIREMENT
• THESE RESULTSALSO SHOW THAT FEWER THAN FOUR CP's CAN BE UTILIZED
WITH ONLY MODEST DEGRADATIONIN REGISTRATIONACCURACY
LIMITING CONTROLPOINT REGION TO ONE SCENE (Concluded)
I'MTEMPORAL REGISTRATIONACCURACY VS. NUMBER OF
CP'S UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTEDOVER ONE SCENE
8
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